Scaling Laws of an Exploding Liquid Column under an Intense Ultrashort X-Ray Pulse.
A general formulation of the partial destruction of a liquid object in vacuum after the sudden deposition of a very large amount of energy is proposed. That energy instantaneously raises the pressure of a portion of the liquid to extreme values and changes its state, which causes its explosive expansion into vacuum and against the rest of the liquid object. When the deformable object is a liquid capillary column, the model reduces to a universal equation for the evolution of the expanding gap between the two sides of the exploding liquid column. The theoretical analysis contemplates two asymptotic stages for small and large times from the initiation of the blast, whose asymptotic solutions are fitted to available experimental data. A universal approximate analytical solution is obtained. A complete dimensional analysis of the problem and an optimal collapse of experimental data reveal that the proposed solution is in remarkable agreement with experiments of a jet exploding after being irradiated by an ultrashort and intense x-ray pulse from an x-ray free electron laser.